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This paper addresses some important topics in the study of hydrological droughts: the
threshold used to select the different drought episodes and the different procedures
to combine “dependent” droughts. Also an approach to determine the probability of
drought duration and magnitude is shown by means of the use of different distributions
of probability.

The paper shows clear objectives; it is well structured and it explains and addresses
with a high degree of detail the methods to identify mutually dependent droughts. The
comparison of different methods and their application to catchments with different char-
acteristics and located in different regions is a good contribution. The authors provide
some quantitative and objective analysis about the criteria to select mutually depen-
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dent droughts and to filter minor droughts. Following these approaches it is possible to
obtain series of drought duration and magnitude not affected by short low flows, which
are not really droughts, or by an unreal splitting of the drought periods. The paper
deserves to be published in the HESS journal because it is a good contribution about
these subjects.

Major comments:

1. Authors use a fixed threshold to select the drought episodes (by means of different
percentiles). They also indicate that this approach can be a problem in the rivers
with a marked seasonality. For this reason they suggest the use of different seasonal
thresholds in some basins.

I think that to have a better identification of the drought episodes it would be more con-
venient the use of a non-fixed threshold (i.e., following a moving-threshold procedure).
I think that the application of a standardised procedure to the river discharges previous
the pooling procedure would be more convenient to avoid seasonality. This procedure
could be based on the weekly/bi-weekly averages following a moving average proce-
dure. For this purpose, the daily river discharge could be subtracted to the moving
weekly/bi-weekly average for each day.

New series of differences in relation to average would be obtained and, therefore, sea-
sonality would be eliminated. Following this approach, the drought periods could be
identified independently of the streamflow regime. I think that this approach would be
more correct because the drought is usually described as a deficits in the water re-
sources (precipitation, river discharges, soil moisture, reservoir storages,...) in relation
to the average.

2. After the evaluation of the pooling procedures the authors deal with a frequency anal-
ysis to determine the probability of drought episodes of a given duration/magnitude. I
think that more details, analysis and discussion are needed about this subject.
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In the Page 2445 (3rd paragraph) the authors indicate that they obtain the PDS fol-
lowing two thresholds based on percentiles: Q90 and Q70. They also filter the minor
droughts according a duration/magnitude rule. Nevertheless, the authors do not ex-
plain if they use the whole series of drought duration/magnitude based on the 90 and
70 percentiles to obtain the probabilities or if they set a threshold to model exclusively
the extreme drought events.

If the whole events obtained from Q90 and Q70 are included, it is possible that they
not be modelled correctly by means of a GP distribution since the series would include
non-extreme events. The adequate selection of the thresholds to obtain PDS is an
important task since the results (probabilities and return periods) may change as a
function of the selected threshold. This has been addressed previously by Vicente-
Serrano and Beguería (2003), Beguería (2005) and Lana et al. (in press). I think
that this subject should be taken into account by the authors when they calculate the
probabilities and return periods of droughts of different duration and magnitude.

Page 2446, 1st paragraph: The L-moment diagrams are widely used to select the best
distribution to model the PDS (i.e., Hosking and Wallis, 1997). I would recommend to
include some examples of these diagrams to be sure about the best selection (distri-
bution of probability) in PDS modelling. Also more details about the method used to
calculate the parameters of the distributions should be added. Do the authors use con-
ventional moments, maximum likelihood or L-moments?. I recommend the use of the
last method due to its robustness and versatility (see Hosking and Wallis, 1987). More
details about the GP distribution should be included (see Hosking and Wallis, 1987,
1997).

Page 2446, last paragraph: I think that the non-exceedence probability is not the best
approach to show the drought risk. I recommend the use of return periods, exceedance
probabilities or the probability that an event of magnitude/duration X will occur at least
once in a period of t years.
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In summary, I would suggest to focus the paper in those topics related to the pool-
ing procedures, the filter of minor droughts and the creation of “true” drought dura-
tion/magnitude series. In my opinion these topics deserve an independent study with-
out the need to include the frequency analysis of drought series. A more complete
analysis and details about the pooling procedures in the different basins would be
preferable than to join this to the frequency analysis of the drought magnitude/duration
series.

Minor comments:

Page 2429, 1st paragraph: It is necessary to include more references about the drought
concept and its nature as a natural hazard (See i.e., Obasi, 1994; Wilhite, 1993; Dracup
et al. 1980). The authors list different drought types: meteorological, agricultural (au-
thors indicate soil moisture drought) and hydrological drought. This has been previ-
ously addressed, between others, by Wilhite and Glantz (1985).

Page 2430: 1st paragraph: The authors indicate that “it can be expected that more
detailed information can be obtained from a drought characteristic operating...on daily
time resolution”. The authors should indicate what information could be derived using
daily series. Drought is the best example of a “penetrating” natural hazard, which is
opposite to “instantaneous hazards” such as floods, earthquakes, tsunamis, etc. To
be identified, drought needs of long water deficits during months or seasons. A water
deficit of some days can not be considered as a drought. For this reason, monthly
records are usually used to analyse droughts (The time scale -monthly or daily- does
not involve different problems in relation to the threshold level method used to obtain
the drought duration/magnitude series. Therefore, the methods proposed in the paper
could be also used to obtain drought duration/magnitude series from monthly records).

Page 2431, 1st paragraph: A most complete description of the PDS and BM ap-
proaches should be included or some references about this topic be added (i.e. see
Hershfield 1973; Smith 1990 and 2003; Reiss and Thomas 2001). Also the use of
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the PDS is recommended because it allows to include more cases in the sample, re-
sulting in much accurate estimation of parameters of a given distribution of probability
(Madsen et al. 1997).

Page 2432, Figure 2: It would be interesting to include the variability of the hydrolog-
ical regimes (measured by means of standard deviations or coefficients of variation).
Variability can be more important than average in some regions/seasons.

Pages 2437-2439: The section 3.3 should be moved to the discussion.

Page 2444, Last paragraph: I think that the calculation of the number of extreme events
occurring in a given time interval has not interest for the drought management. The
duration/magnitude of the drought events are the most important parameter. I recom-
mend to delete the stochastic analysis about the number of droughts and to focus the
analysis in the duration/magnitude.

Page 2444, Last paragraph: Authors indicate that GP distribution can be shown to
be the limit distribution of scaled excesses over a certain limit and is thus suited to
model PDS of magnitudes. I would recommend to include some references about this
subject. i.e. Pickands (1975) showed that the series generated by exceedances over a
threshold tend to converge to a Generalized Pareto (GP) distribution. The same in the
page 2445 for GEV and AMS: i.e.: Alexander et al. (1969), Kirkby (1969).

Page 2445, 3rd paragraph: Why do the authors use the 5-day IT-method as a pool-
ing procedure to derive the PDS when previously they have indicated that the MA-
procedure is the most flexible approach?.
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